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The scheme of a multi-objective installation ‘Baikal’, a multi-megajoule source of X-ray emission with a temperature
of 250–300 eV and a power of 500–1000 TW, is described in this article. The Project of the ‘Baikal’ installation is
based on an inductive energy store, which in the process of step-by-step energy transmission with increasing power
generates an electric pulse with parameters required for compression of liners. Electric parameters of the ‘Baikal’
installation are: current �50 MA, voltage 8–10 MV, pulse duration �150 ns, pulse energy 30 MJ. An installation
‘MOL’ is intended for testing the scheme of one of ‘Baikal’ modules. It consists of an inductive store IN-1 with
accumulated energy of 12,5 MJ, capacitor banks, a magnetic amplifier, a magnetic compressor with a capacitor
bank for generation of initial magnetic flow, a plasma opening switch (POS) and a load simulator.
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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most important problems at the modern stage of fundamental and applied inves-

tigations is development of a multi-megajoule source of X-ray emission with a temperature of

250–300 eV and a power of 500–1000 TW [1]. One of possible applications of such a source

is initiation of fusion microexplosition with an energy release of 100–1000 MJ. Solution of

this problem is an indispensable step in creation of a fusion reactor with plasma inertial con-

finement (ICF). Experiments on fusion fuel burning, as well as on interaction of substances
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with radiation accompanying the microexplosion are of paramount importance for accumula-

tion of fundamental knowledge.

In the presented paper, a new scheme of electrophysical installation producing super-power

radiating Z-pinch for ICF is described. The choice of the scheme is substantially based on an

opportunity to use the created earlier unique power complex of a gigajoule range. Using of

the power complex allows one to expect the creation of an installation capable to ignite a

pellet under realistic conditions of financing.

The largest installation of similar class was built in the USA. The radiation energy of 1,8 MJ

with a pulse duration of 8 ns and a power of 280 TW was attained in 1996 on the PBFA-Z installa-

tion (the USA) by implosion of plasma liners [2]. Compression of targets is accomplished on the

cascade scheme explored on the ‘Angara 5-1’ installation in TRINITI. Pioneering works on

reduction of pulse duration, efficient transformation of electric pulse energy into X-ray radiation

was an impetus to a new line of investigations in this area of world science. Combination of the

inductive store with plasma operating switch (POS) is used in output cascades of powerful instal-

lations at present [3]. Such a cascade allows the shortening of the duration of the output electric

pulse across physical load to a required value of 100 ns. Change of the primary accumulation of

energy in capacitors for the accumulation of kinetic energy in pulsed electric machines might be

an effective step toward the reduction of cost of large installations.

TRINITI has built a unique power facility consisting of four flywheel generators TKD-200

and an inductive store TIN-900 (900 MJ) with a switching system. Besides, power compres-

sion devices based on of inductive stores, a reactor camera with a vacuum system and addi-

tional blocks of control system are necessary for construction of the ‘Baikal’ installation.

2 PROJECT ‘BAIKAL’

The project of ‘Baikal’ installation on the basis of inductive stores of energy, which in the

process of step-by-step energy transmission with increasing power generate an electric

pulse with parameters required for implosion of liners, is now under cooperative development

by TRINITI, the Kurchatov Institute, the Efremov Institute and VNIITF. The anticipated

parameters of the ‘Baikal’ installation are presented in Table I [4].

The base for the installation is a unique complex of pulse electric generators with an

inductive store TIN-900, which is planned to be used as a primary energy source for ‘Baikal’.

The scheme of the ‘Baikal’ installation is shown in Figure 1. The kinetic energy of about 3 GJ

is stored in three TKD-200 flywheel generators. The generators feed 150 kA current during 6 s to

the primary winding of a 32-section inductive store – TIN-900, thus supplying 900 MJ to it. Then

TIN-900 is disconnected from the generators, and its primary winding is shorted by means of a

mechanical switch. The 32-section secondary winding of the inductive store TIN-900 generates a

current of 1.7 MA in each section. The energy stored in the secondary windings is about 600 MJ.

By means of a symmetrical circuit with three stage switching of current during �1,5 ms the

TABLE I The Anticipated Parameters of The ‘Baikal’ Installation.

Load current 50 MA
Current pulse duration in the phase of

load compression
100–300 ns

Electric pulse power 500–1000 TW
X-ray radiation energy 10 MJ
Radiation pulse duration 10 ns
Method of X-ray generation Implosion of plasma liners
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energy is delivered to a transforming inductive store IN-2, which comprises 32 equivalent groups

with strong magnetic coupling between windings. Explosive opening switches are used at this

stage. Each IN-2 module contains three windings connected in series with a total energy of

310 MJ. Magnetic flow is intercepted in the last winding with current increasing for �50ms

by consequent opening first and second windings in each IN-2 module.

The switching and amplification of current in IN-2 is realized by using electric explosion

opening switches. By the opening the last IN-2 winding, the current is transmitted to the

primary winding of the magnetic compressor (MC) for a time of 30 ms and energy is

transmitted for to the accelerating metallic liner for �100 ms. The kinetic energy delivered

to the MC accelerated current armature is about 260 MJ. The MC initial magnetic flow

from an outer source is compressed by moving armature. A current pulse of �10 MA is

generated in the secondary MC circuit with a typical time of �1–2 ms by braking the

liner. Such a time is required for normal operation of POS forming a high-voltage �5 MV

pulse with a typical time of �150 ns. The step-up voltage transformer (SVT) is introduced

for matching the parameters of MC and POS. The consecutive connection of two POS

allows an increase of voltage across the load up to 8–10 MV. The ‘MOL’ installation is

created with the goal of experimental checking of new approaches and new schemes for

power increasing.

3 ‘MOL’ INSTALLATION THE SURPOSE AND PARAMETERS

‘MOL’ (Fig. 2) is intended for study of functioning all the module cascades on the ‘BAIKAL’

installation and generation of electric pulse with an output energy about 1 MJ [5]. A little

difference from the ‘Baikal’ module scheme is allowed because of scale factor differences

and enforced application of existing explosive switches. The installation consists of an induc-

tive store IN1 charged by direct current flywheel generator, capacitor bank C1, a magnetic

amplifier (MA), a MC, a SVT, a source of current for generating the initial magnetic flow

FIGURE 1 The scheme of project ‘Baikal’.
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in MC (C2), a POS and a simulator of load. The simulator of load provides rise of impedance

similar to the moving liner. It consists of a POS2 and a constant inductor.

The stored energy of 12.5 MJ is delivered to IN1 for a time of �2 s at a current of 50 kA.

IN1 sections are connected as a parallel junction, and the output current increases up to

1.5 MA after functioning of 30 explosive opening switches (EOS). The MA input current

is raised up to 2.2 MA by opening two high current EOS and by using matching capacitor

C1. MA consists of two windings with inductance L1 and L2 with strong magnetic coupling

factor �0.92. The rise time of the MA input current is �270 ms. The energy stored in MA is

about of 7 MJ. K2 is an electric explosive opening switch interrupting the circuit at maximum

current. After closing switch K3 the current in inductor L2 is increased up to 5 MA (for

�40 ms). The current with an amplitude of 4 MA is delivered to the MC primary circuit

after switch K4 opening and switch K5 closing. The inductance L3 of the MC primary circuit

is increased by moving a metallic foil under the action of magnetic field. The energy trans-

mitted to the MC primary circuit is �6 MJ. The current of capacitor C2 creates the initial

magnetic flow in the MC secondary circuit before the start of MC foil acceleration. The

foil is a common conductor both for the primary and secondary MC circuits. The secondary

circuit is compressed in the process of the foil motion, and the inductance-L4 is decreased.

Compression of the magnetic flow of the secondary MC circuit is started from the moment of

POS1 plasma gap closing. Plasma injectors are not shown on the scheme. At the end of the

compression stage the inductance of the MC secondary circuit together with the input induc-

tance of SVT closed through POS1 is �50 nH. The current rise time of the MC secondary

circuit is �2 ms, and current amplitude is � 11 MA. SVT is necessary for matching electric

parameters of MC and POS1. The current in the load simulator is increased up to 1.5 MA and

voltage up to 4–5 MV when POS1 is opened for a time of 150 ns. The switch K8 is necessary

for the control of POS1 output voltage. The load simulator consists of POS2 and constant

inductor L. The rise time of the load current is about 150 ns.

4 THE INDUCTIVE STORE IN1

In 2000 in TRINITI was restored the 30-section inductive [6]. The INI insulator was changed,

and the direct current generator control panel and communication line were constructed. The

inductive store was tested by charging 40 kA current from the generator. The inductive store

photo is shown in Figure 3.

High current diodes are used in IN1 as closing switches of sections. The diodes can be

broken down if current inversion occurs in the extreme sections L1 and L30 (diagram A on

Fig. 4). This problem is solved by using a current compensators shown in Figure 4. They consist

of an inductor Lk¼ 25mH and a resistor Rk and do not influence the energy transferred to MA.

FIGURE 2 The scheme of installation ‘MOL’.
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EOS for RV50=50 (50 kV, 50 kA) and RV50=1000 (50 kV, 1000 kA) are developed in

NIIEFA for interruption of currents in IN1 sections accounting for parameters of the

‘MOL’ installation. Photos of these switches are shown in Figure 5a. Successful experiment

with a 15-fold multiplication of current flowing over the low impedance load at a discharge

current of 8 kA and using RV50=50 opening switches was carried out in 2001.

FIGURE 3 Photo of IN1 and the diagram of pulse of charging current.

FIGURE 4 The scheme IN1 and MA with the compensating circuits.
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5 MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER

The MA is used to increase the power in the MC primary circuit [7]. It uses electric explo-

sive opening switches (EEOS) K2 and K4 (Fig. 2). The time of charging current passing

through EEOS is about 300 ms. MA was checked at its model. The experimental rise time

of voltage across the constant inductive load is about 15 ms. The electric field along a

wire of EEOS was 1.5 kV=cm. The photo of EEOS manufactured in VNIITF is shown

in Figure 5b.

The scheme of an MA experimental model is shown in Figure 6. It consists of two

windings rated at charging current up to 100 kA. Design maximum amplification of current

gives 1.72.

Several series of experiments with a charging current up to 110 kA were made with differ-

ent types of ambients (air, polyethylene, quartz sand). The current gain factor depended on

residual current in a destroyed conductor and on current decay in the output cascade of

the inductive store. The maximum gain factor of current 1,65–1,68 was attained at charging

currents from 20 to 100 kA. This gain factor is practically equal to the design value. The

13-sectional toroidal MA for the ‘MOL’ installation with a current gain factor of 2.5 and

7 MJ stored energy is now under design on the base of described experiments.

FIGURE 5 Photo of the opening switches of IN1 and MA. (a) Explosive opening switches of IN1: RV50=50 (left)
and RV50=1000 (right) (NIIEFA). (b) The EEOS for model of MA (VNIITF).

FIGURE 6 The scheme of magnetic amplifier.
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6 MAGNETIC COMPRESSOR

Strip geometry was taken as MC basis. The reasons of such a choice were the following [8]:

– as flow is compressed by two conductors moving in counter direction (Fig. 7a), which are

to be changed in each pulse, other elements are not destroyed;

– cost of flat conductors to be changed is less than that of cylindrical shells, which should be

fabricated with a high degree of accuracy;

– a part of the magnetic flow of accelerating field is closed between a compressed cavity

(Fig. 7a) and can be used as the initial compressed flow.

Correct calculation of mass velocity of flat conductors (liners) when feeding from a ‘slow’

source (100 ms) does not present special difficulties due to comparatively small depths of

magnetic field penetration in inductor in contrast to accelerating gap sizes DX¼ 0.2 m and

other MC sizes.

The high output power of the magnetic compressor requires small surface distortions for

the flat liners because transformation of the liner kinetic energy into magnetic one must be

done by simultaneous compression along the surface of liners. The deflection from flat plane

Dx must be less than the typical length of braked liners Xdamp. If power gain of the compres-

sor is K¼ 30, then Dx<Xdamp�DX=K¼ 3 mm. However, the chosen flat geometry does not

guarantee parallel acceleration of liners. Reduction of scatter of deflections Dx on length is

solved by technical methods, whereas the gap cross-section deflections Dx emerged in the

process of acceleration due to distribution of currents along the liner width is not homoge-

neous. The liner shape distortion can be reduced if the inductor profile is made convex, as

shown in Figure 7a, and the gap in the cross-section will be heterogeneous. On the other

hand, the liner shape distortions gained in the braking phase (magnetic field compression)

will tend to correction. However, the influence of conductors heating is inadequate in accel-

erating and braking phases, and may be significant.

For calculation of the liner shape, its correction by changing the inductor profile and for

account of field diffusion at the compression stage two-dimensional programs for flat liners

acceleration have been developed in the Keldysh Institute. Moving grids and fixed number

of cells in each subregion of space with a definite type of conductance are used in the

programs.

Design of the MC charging from a capacitor bank (C¼ 3 mF, U¼ 40 kV) of an experi-

mental installation ‘PUMA’ is shown in Figure 7b. The MC coil is placed in the vacuum

FIGURE 7 The transverse cut (a) and design (b) of model of magnetic compressor.
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chamber. Experiments with MC were started in 2002, and obtained results are well repro-

ducible. The achieved liner velocity is 800 m=s, at required design value for the ‘MOL’

installation � 1,1 km=s.

7 THE STEP-UP VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

The SVT lowers the output current of MC (11 MA) to a maximum value on the POS1 and

prevents the MC output against voltage generated across the load after POS1 opening [8].

The MC load should be an inductor no more than 50 nH. This inductance consists of a resi-

dual inductance of MC and an inductance of SVT with closed POS1. The transformer is of

coaxial design (Fig. 8) with a transformation ratio of 1:2. The input inductance of SVT with

open secondary winding of the transformer is 250 nH. The inductance of the transformer with

secondary winding closed through POS1 is 20 nH. An adapter from flat MC buses into the

coaxial SVT input should have minimum inductance and its insulation should provide elec-

tric strength of gaps for pulse with an amplitude up to 300 kV and duration �2 ms and up to

1 MV with duration �150 ns. Electric strength of SVT gaps is provided by means of

magnetic vacuum insulation.

8 THE PLASMA OPENING SWITCH

The plasma opening switch for the ‘MOL’ installation has been developed in the Kurchatov

Institute. The erosive operating mode of POS1 in the longitudinal magnetic field is the most

efficient for attaing maximum voltage. The linear density of charge transferred through POS1

should be �5 mC=cm. The POS1 voltage Upos is defined by the density of dissipated energy

in POS1 w¼ qUmarx�Umarx as Upos (MV)¼ 3.67{Umarx (MV)}4=7. A scheme of plasma gap

filling programmed in time is offered to increase the linear density of the charge passing

through POS1. The concentration of plasma is maintained at a level allowable for the erosive

mode. This allowed us to increase the duration of POS1 conductance phase of up to 40 ms in

model experiments. For reduction of the installation sizes a multimodule POS1 (Fig. 9) has

been offered and realized in six modules of POS1. Thereby, the external diameter of installa-

tion has been reduced more than twice. The POS1 circuit is switched on by plasma guns.

FIGURE 8 The Design STV. 1 – primary coil, 2 – secondary coil.
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Use of the external magnetic field allows suppression of the electron flows to the POS1 anode

and avoiding additional plasma production, as experiments have shown [9]. A scheme con-

sisting of two such modules has been assembled for experiments on current synchronizing

and transmission to the low inductive load [10]. These experiments with current up to

150 kA in each module have been conducted on the RS-20 installation. Currents transmitted

from one module to another and flattening the voltage in these modules have been registered.

A closing switch was placed between POS1 and the load for prevention of POS1 closing after

current transmitting to the load. The artificially created unsymmetry of modules in experi-

ments with two modules and closing switch (in one of the modules the number of guns is

twice less than in the other) did not resulted in reduction of the rate of the load current. It

was observed that two modules function as one POS1 with a total number of guns. POS1

was closed after more than 1,5 ms from the beginning of current pulse in the load. This is

enough to use the energy of the inductive store.

9 CONCLUSION

The described above stages of electrical pulse power increasing are based on researches

recently performed in Russian institutes. Their integration in one installation will allow

one within the nearest 2–3 years to solve engineering and scientific problems of the

‘Baikal’ scheme and to justify the creation of a fullscale installation.
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